50.% decrease in the number of passengers inside and outside the cities in2.02/2.02
Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics))CAPMAS) issued today
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Annual Bulletin of public transport for passengers inside and outside the cities 2.02/2.02
The most important indicators are as follows:
• Number of owned cars and that used for authorities, companies, and public transport facilities:
The number of owned cars reached 7.77
77 thousand car in 3103/3102
(including 05.1 thousand bus and mini-bus with air conditioner, 8537
thousand bus and ordinary minibus) versus 7517 thousand car in
3100/ 3103, a decrease of 358
358%.

•Number of lines and inter lengths for authorities, companies,
and public transport facilities:
- The total number of lines reached 05.8 thousand line in 3103/3102

versus 0528 thousand line in 3100/3103, an increase of 757%.
- Total lines length reached 3.05.1 thousand kilometer in 3103/3102 versus 33.570 thousand kilometer 3100/3103,
an increase of 75.7
.7%.

• Number of lines, its lengths and the number of rounds for subway units:
- The number of lines reached 2 lines 3103/3102, 3100/3103.

- lengths of lines 81 kilometers the years 3103/3102, 3100/3103.
- The number of rounds for subway units reached .87 thousand round in 3103/3102 versus 8.1 thousand round in
3100/3103, a decrease of 0358
0358%.

• Number of lines, its lengths and the number of rounds for operating railway trains:
- The number of lines reached .7 line 3103/3102, 3100/3103.
- Lengths of lines reached .520 thousand kilometers 3103/ 3102 , 3100/3103
3100/3103.
- The number of rounds for operating trains reached .11 thousand round in 3103/ 3102, versus 271502 thousand
round in 3100/3103, with an increase of 357
357%.

• The number of passengers and revenues inside and outside cities:
- The total number of passengers reached 0510 billion passengers in 3103/3102 versus 3510 billion passengers in

3100/3103, a decrease of .51
.51%.
- Revenue totaled 3528 billion pounds in 3103/3102 versus 25.1 billion pounds in 3100/3103, a decrease of 21
2155.%.

• The number of passengers and total revenues of international lines:
- The number of passengers reached 72.51. thousand passengers in 3103/3102 versus 3..531 thousand passengers
in 3100/3103, an increase of 07751
07751%, the highest increase percentage was in Cairo – Rafah line of .1
.1557 %.
- Total revenues amounted to ..570 million pounds in 3103/3102 versus 3150. million pounds in 3100/3103, an
increase of 7757
7757%.
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